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Everybody says, “After you take a bear’s coat off, it looks just like a 
human”.                        Maria Johns (cited in Snyder 1990: 164) 
 

 As Petiri Prébende, the last Basque bear hunter, said, in 1986: 
“Lehenagoko eüskaldünek gizona hartzetik jiten zela sinhesten 
zizien. […] Hartzak eginak gara” (“Basques used to believe that 
humans descended from bears. […] We were created by the bear.”) 
 
 



Overview of Research Project 

• In this talk the term longue durée is used to describe the larger 
time scales over which social and symbolic structures often 
extend.  

• While these macro-level histories extend beyond the life-span of 
particular individuals, the actual structures are reproduced 
through the daily lives and routines of individual actors, being 
transmitted intergenerationally across time, a process that 
produces both continuities and transformations in the structures 
themselves.  

• The project itself has a certain time depth since it was initiated in 
the early 1980s.  



Research Hypothesis 

• The Basque people, considered by geneticists to be the closest direct 
descendants of populations once inhabiting the Franco-Cantabrian refuge, 
have kept alive an archaic folk belief, typical of hunter-gatherers, that alleges 
humans descended from bears: an ursine genealogy. 
 

• As will be shown, the genetic status of the Basque people and the pre-
agriculturalist nature of this ursine genealogy point to the possibility that these 
folk beliefs and traditions are echoes of an Upper Palaeolithic-Mesolithic 
ideological system. This hypothesis finds support in the archaeological 
evidence for bear cults throughout Europe during the Upper Palaeolithic and 
in ethnohistorically grounded comparative studies of circumpolar bear 
ceremonialism. 
 

• We allege that this belief was once pan-European and that the Bear’s Son 
tales are a significant narrative survival dating back to the hunter-gatherer 
cosmology that once served to contextualize the stories.   



Outline of Talk 

• Summary of the plot of Pyrenean-Basque versions of the 
Bear’s Son tale with its internalized ursine genealogy, a tale 
which is one of the most wide-spread motifs in European 
folklore. 

• Review of archaeogenetic data and its significance. 

• Recontextualization of the Bear’s Son tale using the frames of 
interpretation provided by concrete comparisons to 
ethnohistorically documented belief systems of hunter-
gatherers in Siberia and N. America.  

• These comparisons will provide a way for us to reframe our 
interpretations of the European Bear’s Son tales and 
associated performance art. And this, in turn, will allow us to 
view them through a much older lens, the more archaic 
hunter-gatherer cosmology embedded in them.   

 

 



Summary of Bear’s Son tales: Based on Pyrenean-
Basque Versions 

• Briefly stated, the Bear’s Son, also called Little Bear, is half-human, half-bear, 
born of the union of a human female and a bear.  

• After leaving the bear cave, he begins his adventures, going out into the world 
where initially he undertakes what might be best called a ‘vision quest’, acting 
as a kind of shaman apprentice and hence fulfilling his ritual role as an 
intermediary between humans and bears.  

• Early on he acquires four of his Spirit Animal Guardians, a Mountain Lion, a 
Dog, an Eagle, and an Ant, and the ability to shape-shift.  

• He finds them standing next to the carcass of a dead ox, arguing over how to 
divide it up. The hero helps them and in turn is given amulets, his ‘medicine 
bundle’, that later allows him to shape-shift and take on the form of each 
animal and eventually to triumph over his opponent, an old shape-shifting 
shaman who by then has taken on the shape of a serpent-snake.  

• The hero also encounters a Grey Mare who also acts as another of his Spirit 
Animal Guardians.  



Contributions of Archaeogenetics 
 

Archaeogenetics has shown that most of the European genetic 
lineages, are traceable back to the Late Glacial period when Europe 
was repopulated from the Franco-Cantabrian refuge. Combining Y-
Chromosome (paternal) & mtDNA (maternal) lineages, 75% of them 
date back to hunter-gatherer populations and  expansions out of this 
zone of Europe.  
 

Above: Haplogroup V expansion from the 
Franco-Cantabrian Refuge (Torroni et al. 
1998: 1148); Right: Basque-speaking zone in 
1st century AD. 



 
 
 

  

さThe gro┘iﾐg e┗ideﾐce that the ﾏajor sigﾐal iﾐ Europeaﾐ geﾐetic liﾐeages 
predates the Neolithic, however, creates serious problems for the 

agriculturalist perspective. If western Europe was, to a large extent, 

repopulated from northeast Iberia [the Franco-Cantabrian Refuge] then, 

since place-name evidence suggests that people in this source region spoke 

languages related to Basque before the advent of Indo-European, the 

obvious corollary would seem to be that the expanding human groups 

should have been Basque speakers.ざ (Gamble et al. 2005: 209) 

Implications of archaeogenetic data: 
Is there a possibility of greater 
cultural-linguistic continuity for a 
Palaeolithic-Mesolithic hunter-
gatherer worldview? 



  
Evidence of a Proto Bear-Ceremonialism in the 
Upper Palaeolithic 

Red Bears in Chauvet cave 

Bear skull “altar” in Chauvet •  
“Red ochre traces on several fossil bear remains 
[mainly of the head and paw regions] in Belgian 
caves [were] applied purposely by prehistoric 
people. […] This parallels the ethnographic 
evidence since in many circumpolar societies, the 
bear head/skull and paws were colored with red 
or black marks during bear rituals, and it was the 
skull, in particular that was disposed of at a 
sacred location.”(Germonpré and Hämäläinen 
2007: 20). 

• Evidence of mid-Upper Palaeolithic bear-
ceremonialism paralleling that of contemporary 
circumpolar societies includes: unusual treatment 
of bear remains, copying of bear scratches by 
humans, bear hunting, rock art. 



 
Hunter-Gatherer Cosmology: Role of Ritual 

Renewal  
 

• Certain animals “are always regarded as extraordinary, and are 
approached as one would approach other human beings, in the 
manner appropriate to particular persons. Chief among these is the 
bear, which for all circumboreal peoples—apparently without 
exception—is the object of special respect “ (Ingold 1986: 249). 

• From the hunter-gatherer point of view the killing and consumption 
of animals is “an integral and necessary part of the creative cycle of 
renewal, releasing the vital essence of the animals so that they can 
be reclothed with flesh“ (Ingold 1986: 250). 

• The proper ritual killing of game animals and the propitiation of the 
‘spirit master’ or ‘owner’ of each species, especially the bear, 
ensures the reproduction of the animals themselves and the food 
supply itself. This is a crucial point in any animist cosmology. 



Recontextualing the Bear’s Son Tales:  
Cognitive Parallels found in Siberian & N. 

American Bear Ceremonialism 

Pyrenean-Basque Folk-Beliefs 

• Bear are ancestors or relatives 
of humans 

• Bears understand human 
speech, no matter where they 
are, motivating linguistic 
taboos 

• Bears are humans with a fur 
coat; humans are bears 
without a fur coat 

• Bears, as well as some 
humans, have the power to 
shape-shift. 

Circumpolar Sacred Beliefs 

• Same 
 
• Same 

 
 

• Same 

 
• Same 



Behavioral Cognitive Parallels 

Pyrenean-Basque Folk Belief 

• Humans nursing and raising 
bear cubs 

• The bear is considered to act as 
the Guardian, Master or Owner 
of the other animals in nature. 

• The bear is said to gather up the 
souls of all creatures into its 
belly in the Fall and release 
them in the Spring, reclothing 
them with flesh.  

• Tales of a human female 
marrying a bear and having a 
half-bear, half-human offspring. 

    Circumpolar Sacred Beliefs 

• Same 
 
• Same 
 
 
• Similar 

 
 
 

• Multiple similar sacred 
narratives 



Ritual Cognitive Parallels 

Pan-European Folk Belief 

• The bear has healing powers 
• Human actors dress up as 

bears to carry out “Good Luck 
Visits” believed to guarantee 
the health and well-being of 
those visited.  
 

Circumpolar Sacred Belief 

• Same 
• Human ritual practitioners 

(shamans) dress as bears 

 



European Good Luck Visit Performers: Recent 
Examples of their Costumes 



Connecting the dots: the “Bear’s Son” Tale 
and “Wild Man” 

In his remarkable book Wilder Mann: The Image of the 

Savage (2012), Charles Fréger makes the following 
comments concerning these bizarre characters: 
• “The Wild Man, known in German as Wilder Mann and in French as 
L’Homme sauvage, is according to legend, a son born of the union of a bear 
and a woman, whether by consent or not. Belonging to two worlds and 
knowing the intricacies of both, this mythical being is considered a 
‘superman’, destined for the highest ranks of power; many powerful families 
of the Middle Ages chose one of the legendary hybrid beings as an ancestor 

• In most cases, the Wild Man wears a costume made of natural materials or 
animal skins; his face is rendered unrecognizable, either by a mask or by a 
costume that covers him entirely, or by black make-up. An accessory—a 
stick, a club or something similar—and one or more bells complete his 
outfit.” (Fréger 2012: 243) 



   Ursul, Palanca, Greece   

Mamutzone, 

Samugeo, Sardinia 
(above) 

Arapides, 
Monastiraki,Greece 

    Sourvakari, Leskovets, Bulgaria 



Commenting on the ursine 
aspect of these European 
performers, Fréger states that: 
• “The character of the bear is 

widespread in Europe, notably in 
Austria, the Balkans, Northern Europe 
or in mountainous regions such as the 
Alps or the Pyrenees. His costume is 
made of fur, usually taken from a 
domestic animal, or of vegetable 
matter (moss, grass, pea tops, straw, 
etc.).” (Fréger 2012: 245):  



Related European ursine beliefs 

 
• “The bear is the mythical figure of the 

spring. According to popular tradition, on 
St. Martin’s Day in early November it 
retires to hibernate for the winter. On the 
night of the 1st or 2nd of February, with 
the appearance in the night sky of the 
winter moon that heralds Easter, the 
mythical bear emerges from its cave to 
watch the sky. It then decides whether 
to leave its winter lethargy, thereby 
announcing the imminent arrival of 
spring, or to plunge back into 
hibernation for an extra forty days […].” 
(Fréger 2012: 245) 

Cerbus, Sinnai, Sardinia 



 
 
Eventually, Fréger comes full circle in his discussion, connecting 
the main character of the Bear’s Son tale to the European figure 
of the Wild Man and even suggesting that in European ursine 
traditions, this linkage is structural: 
 
• “Consequently, the Bear appears in a reversal of causality, as ‘a maker of 

spring’. In addition, its ability to spend the winter in a cave in a state of 
suspension implies that the animal maintains a link with the afterlife. 
 

• Finally, it should be mentioned that the Bear is closely related to the Wild 
Man, of whom it could be one of the parents.” Fréger 2012: 245-246) 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

• Fréger’s comments are quite remarkable in terms of the way he 
skillfully brings into clear focus the relationship between several 
strands of European masking traditions and his synthesis is even 
more remarkable in light of the fact that when Fréger was writing this 
book and composing the chapter cited above, namely, “The Wild 
Man and the Tradition of Mask in Europe”, he was unaware of the 
research that had been carried out documenting the pan-European 
belief in an ursine ancestor.  





Other examples of vegetable matter 
costumes from various parts of Europe  



1909 Whittlesea Strawbear (Above & Right) 



Good Luck Visits: Conducted with real 
bears 

• Across many parts of Europe and well into the 20th century, Good 
Luck Visits were also conducted using a live bear, often in the 
company of human actors: 

 
• Speaking of Russian customs, Sokolova says the bear “was believed 

to be of human origin, to patronize people and to aid them in their 
fight against devils. For protection from devilry peasants would hang 
a bear head in stables, fumigate the house and homestead buildings 
with the smoke of burnt bear fur, entreat the bear-leader (bear trainer) 
to walk the beast into the house and around the homestead” (2000: 
128). 



Bear’s Son Ritual Cognitive Parallels 

Pan-European 

 
• In European Good Luck Visit 

performances, the human bear 
actor is often accompanied by 
several others, including the 
Eagle/Stork/Crane and Grey 
Mare/White Horse Spirit 
Animal Guardians, characters 
who also appear in the Bear’s 
Son tales. 

 

Circumpolar 

 
• Possible parallels in the 

Stork/Crane character found in 
Khanty Bear Festivals of 
western Siberia. 



Good Luck Visit Performances: A Polish Version 

Main Characters from left to right:  
        
Stork  
White Mare 
Bear 
Trainer 
 
Source: 1953 Photo from Schleife/Slepo 
region 
 
Archives of the Serbski 
Institute/Sorbisches Institute, Bautzen, 
Germany 
 
  
 
 



Another European Version with Actors: Bear, 
Bear Trainer, White Horse and Stork 

Pommersche Weihnachtsbräuche 1935 



Conclusion 

 

 

 

 
• Clearly in the intervening millennia separating us from the Upper 

Palaeolithic, most of Europe went through several major socio-cultural 
transformations, both ideological and demographic (and thus genetic), all of 
which have acted to undermine this hunter-gatherer ideology.  

• Nevertheless, the primacy of the figure of the bear and the ursine pattern of 
descent intrinsic to pan-European Bear’s Son tales, are still visible beneath 
the accumulated layers of transformation.  

• Hence, we argue that the transformational methodology, highlighted in this 
talk, is a valuable approach to the study of European folklore in the longue 

durée. 

 

 



 

    

          THE END  



The Wilder Mann by 
Charles Fréger (2012) 

 
• Libro  traducido  

 
 
 

 
    

 
For those interested in more 
information on European Good-Luck 
Visits and their relationship to this 
half-human, half-bear intermediary 
being, we highly recommend this 
book, compiled by the photographer 
Charles Fréger. Cf. 
http://tinyurl.com/wildman-
charlesfreger  

http://tinyurl.com/wildman-charlesfreger
http://tinyurl.com/wildman-charlesfreger
http://tinyurl.com/wildman-charlesfreger
http://tinyurl.com/wildman-charlesfreger
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